
Plant

Based

Perception

of Vegans Perception of

Vegetarians

Vegans are quite

extremely, and

are viewed as

protestors or

activists.

There is a lack of

empathy in the

vegan movement

and it is more of a

blame game, which

doesn’t come off

well.

Vegans is

definitely

another kind of

people tend to

be quite intense.

And veganism, a

certain degree its

about the

environment

impact,

But it is more I think it's more about

the trend. And it's probably

fashionable these days to be

vegan. So it's more people

choosing that lifestyle without

understanding the real reason why

they are because because it's a

trend and everyone is following it.

Veggie/Vegan

Flexi

Meat

 So vegan are still a little bit of

a weird bench. I think to the

eye of many people, if you

leave London and you go into

the countryside, people will

be like, Who are these

weirdos? But again, things are

changing.

I don't think I don't

think that people are

afraid of this bad rep.

It's not like being a

vegan is something

that is going to put like

a weird label on you.

Unfortunately when you

move to vegan, you really

need to work harder To

compensate, so you need

to understand all this

calories, proteins intake.

Requires a level of focus

and interest in house.

I think it's a great opportunity

for my daughter, she's 13. She

doesn't like meat. Maybe part

her DNA, she is half Indian.

Her father, he's vegetarian. So

I could see that, that could be

something that's already part

of her body not wanting to

embrace that.

The younger

generation, especially

the Z generation, I

think they're more

about the planet.  even

Millennials too.

It's more like

the vegan

diet is really

hardcore.

A vegetarian has always been

looked at as a weird are kind of

thing. Growing up, I was always

probably like, I didn't want to have

to fit in, I was always more wanted

to be individual. So for me, it's like,

oh, yeah, I want to be a vegetarian.

But that wasn't why but I was like, I

was cool about it.

Veganism is a

phiosophy based

on ethics and

reducing the

suffering of

animals.

malnourished,

vampire pale skin.

They have no life.

They're very sad.

Just skinny,

irritating.

I don't understand some of

the reasoning and the

rational. And probably and I

think that's the perception

that people have. That's the

reason probably, they're

getting that bad reputation,

and it drives people away. I

could never be a vegan.

That could be, depending on your

personality. If one of those people I

want to beat that fit in? Are you at a

dinner, right? Just treating people

celebrate someone's birthday? Or do

you have any like vegetarian? with

ethnic cuisine, you always kind of feel

that you're left out or asking for more.

Oh, why are you asking for like, you

know, we're here at a steakhouse.

That sort of thing. And I think that

that's, you know, those things do play

a role, it could impact people.

Younger

generation

Cultural

Influence

Mexican food,

they're really

good at

accommodating

folks that are

vegetarian.

You can see here

there are a lot of

vegan

restaurants

happening in

London.

Media

And this is just from a

marketing standpoint, you

see companies that are

stakeholders sells green,

that they're doing this, and

that is because they're

trying to target them as

customers.

Also great influence

from cooking shows

like The Great baking

baking, the Great

British Bake Off when

you have like a vegan

week.

 It's already

hardcore to

move from

meat to veg.

They are

definitely much

more ethically

involved and

aware that

everybody else

Alternate

Meat

 portobello mushroom, if you

grill it, you season it just as

you would a steak. it does

have that kind of meaty taste.

So I think it's about trying to

find the textures and

thicknesses nothing that

would resemble a piece of

steak.

I personally haven't.

That is because a

lot of it has egg as

a substrate. And I

am severely

allergic to eggs.

`the cost is only because of supply

demand. So it's kind of a sacrifice

you have to take and even if you

don't have enough money to be

vegan, which is also a myth, it's all

you have to do is just eat The non

substitutes that people do anyway,

it's just I don't realise that it's

vegan.

I don't think

alternate meat is

there yet. But I

do think it's very

nearly there.

Yeah, I have. It's not an

everyday thing though,

you know. It's ultra

processed. I would

much rather eat beans

or lentils.

I have tried a

beyond

burger and I

really like

them.

It has made socal events

more inclusive. I went for

Thanksgiving the other day,

and me and my veggie

friends werent excluded-

we got our own vegan

turkey so we didn't feel left

out at all.

Whether it's beyond burger

type alternatives or just

other other cuisines that

perhaps are less meat

based. If you are wanting to

eat foods that are just don't

have you've got salads,

pizzas, and pastors

No. I don't feel a

need as such to

have an alternative

meat or any meat

at all, for any

reason.

Basically

vegan diet,

but can buy

leather

I think plant

based means

no meat, but

dairy okay

Plant based

people are those

that switch for

health reasons

Plant based

is a diet style

like Keto or

Paleo

I think

vegetarians are

quite common,

its a resistance

towards meat.

So I could see how he would

help that move the movement

help these new generations

to really embrace it and

making that it's not just us,

they're the anomaly, but it

could just they could be the

mainstream, hopefully, right?

there's definitely

kind of a

noticeable trend

in people moving

over to veganism.

There's people who

want to do it for the

health benefits- its

probably quite a big

one, people are

consciously being more

healthy.

It's no secret that

vegans are bad PR and I

will accept that all day

long. I mean, vegans are

one of some of the most

annoying people you

can meet.

You could also say that there's the

people who are concerned about

animal welfare, People who've got

opinions of global warming and

climate control and climate change,

probably feel the culling of meat

and the process involved in

obtaining meat is not sustainable

for the environment in the long

term in the long run.

Motivation

to eat Meat

I've seen plant based

meats, and I've seen

all of these news need,

like stuff coming out?

And I just don't think it

will help the cause.

The only recipes you

know from childhood all

have meat in them, so it

is about actively making

an effort to find ways to

remove or replace the

meat.

I don't eat meat

often, but given an

option, I will always

pick meat over

veggie.

Quite simply, just

habit. People are

lazy, they won't put

in extra effort to

learn about other

diets or eat

differently.

I eat meat for

the taste of it,

not for any

health reason

It's like, it's like any

addiction. It's interesting

to use the word craving

because I think that's

really what happened.

And it's a lot of people,

it's a habit.

A bit of a

change,

especially

when I eat

out.

I had a friend at uni, he

swore blind, you can't

tell the difference. So it

would be something I

would try probably out

of intrigue more than

anything.

Yeah, it's a hoax. You cannot

replace what chicken tastes

like? Maybe for extremely

conscious people, it might

actually work. But for people

who actually love chicken for

chicken or love meat for

meat, I don't think any of

these.

Sources

There are books

where you can focus

on your protein and

nutrient intake. It will

tell you how many

much calories for a

meal.

I just go to the web- how can I

make a different dish with

chickpeas are what can I do with

lentils? Six different ways, right?

How do you make a vegan

shepherd's pie using lentils? So

yeah, it's just being trying to be

creative and use make the most of

the available resources online.

Philosophy of

Ethics

John Stuart

Mill, Jeremy

Bentham,

There's a guy in our

team, Eliot, he's a

vegan and I used to

ask him but how do

you survive again, so

he gave me a lot of

tips.

Yeah, there's

actually a

book by Kim

Snyder.

Recipe

books

Cookery

Books-

Love

Veggie.

Books-

Animal

Liberation- Peter

Singer

Eating Animals-

Jonathan Foyle

 I mostly my friends,

friends, that are

vegetarians or

vegans that have

started to share

recipes with me.

Youtube-

Cosmicskeptic

Joey Carb

Jerry Castor

Earthling Ed

I think veganism, its

a great initiative. Its

environmental

friendly on papers,

low carbon footprint.

We are much

more open to

understanding

vegetarians.

Health
Meat

Because I think depending

on where you get the meat

from meat can actually have

a lot of additives and things

like that, that probably

aren't natural. But that's

obviously down to price.

My immune system looks to

be really strong and I don't fall

sick often. Every time I've had

tests, there is no indication

that any of my nutrients

including protein are low. I

would think that my intake is

okay, I am getting my intake

as as much as I need.

So and then you've got the

people who are trying to

save money, because meat

is obviously quite

expensive. So you could

say people take up

veganism for a cost based

thing.

Cost

Even though

they're not as

expensive as

meat, they are

quite expensive.

When I moved

the UK, I stopped

eating meat

because it was so

expensive

Family

and

Friends

"But like, I am going home

for Christmas, and my

grandma is very weorried,

ah Nerea, what will I cook

for you? And I just tell her I

can eat everything other

than the meat so its not

much of a concern.

but my cousins, they're hardcore

meat eaters, and I've grown up

around them. So I know how much

people love their meat. And I know

how hard it is for them to make the

switch. And I don't think they will

see any reason to even if the world

turns upside down. I have friends

who are all hardcore meat eaters.

They wouldn't leave it for the

world.

My grandma

even took me to

the stores to

buy a

cookbook.

my parents are

essentially the same.

They have reduced

their meat and moved

to flexi. they will never

become proper

vegetarians.

I have family,

they're all

pure

vegetarians

My mum actually

helped me find

recipes and we

would cook

together and try

out meat free food.

 But they are all contrary to me.

They're all very self, very self aware

about the health, especially my

parents, my parents are now in their

60s. And they starting to have a lot of

issues around high cholesterol, high

blood pressure and definitely made

meat. It's something that is increasing

this health issues. So both my parents

are really, really drastically reduced

their meat intake, like they will only

meet like, a few times a week.

A lot of my friends are kind

of on either side. Some of

them do eat a fair amount

of meat. I've seen probably

increasingly the more

people I've met, more and

more people are becoming

vegan.

So we mostly cook

vegetarian food. And it's

only once in a blue moon

that we cook meat and

that's by my husband. So on

a day to day basis, I would

say our staple is vegetarian.

I would say, my family

is kind of moving away

from meat if anything,

my sister follows quite

a strict vegetarian diet.

No, my my immediate

family, which is my son

and my husband, they

are non vegetarian, but

my wider family when I

was growing up was

vegetarian.

the quality

of life does

improve.

The quality of life does

improve. People are

less skittish, they're

less nervous. People

should definitely try

Flexi, if not full

vegetarian.

I take

supplements

like whey

protein

powder.

most of the time that I was

eating,  you know, teens or

20s, it was basically that I

would be taking in the

white meat and the fish.

And I think that was more of

a health conscientious

effort, that white meat is

healthier for you

 a stew made with

lentils, well, they

can have exactly

the same protein as

in a steak.

"But the key really is to

be a varied diet, with

protein from multiple

sources to cover all the

needs of your body."

People always say that they

are bloated, they don't feel

well. And so I would start by

asking them question.l

Suggest them to maybe

slowly reduc-  not do a hard

cut. Instead of eating meat

three times a day, or two

times a day,

I have, but not for the

purpose of substituting

meat. So you know, it's

just something that I've

wanted to try and see

how it tastes.

after I learned the

protein content and how

it can actually help you

build a body, I did start

having boiled chicken

for health reasons- for

bodybuilding.

just the one time I tried

meat, and I really liked it,

I just have chicken and

nothing else. You won't

see me eating any other

any other kinds of meat.

 Linda

McCartney is a

really good

product as well.

my

favourite

brand is

Quorn.

Yes. Yeah, so that's basically

because I'm still I'm not a cook so I

sometimes don't have the patience

to actually cook like proper

because recipes do take time. I just

can't be bothered so alternate

meat is a really great way to fall

back on cooking habits while at the

same time not eating meat cook so

Brands

It's no secret that

vegans have bad

PR. Vegans are

some of the most

annoying people

you can meet.

So my dad and my

grandma are very

heavy meat eaters.

Certainly when

growing up, I love

meat.

Vegetarian , I have

grown up, I've

always seen it. So I

mean, of course,

that's a great thing.

Family is very concerned

about health and weight

(underweight).

They to give me suggestions.

Have tried not to allow me

this  junk. But it did not help

because I was not able to eat

at all.

My relatives and family

members, they know what I

like and dislike- I'm so vocal

about it, that even they know

my likings and the dislikings.

Whenever I'm visiting them,

they do make stuff that they

would normally not make.

Since I'm a Muslim,

I have this haram

and halal issue, I

cannot eat non veg

just anywhere.

I'm a Muslim. There is a code, don't

make yourself a graveyard of animals,

which basically means don't be on a

very  meat heavy diet. I was reading

through this book on diet in Islam, and

that's one of the things that I came

across and that is absolutely true for

me. Definitely it is allowed allowed in

Islam.  But it doesn't have to be non

veg diet.

Cultural angle. I think

that's the thing to be

blamed. In festivities

it's impossible that it

will happen without a

non veg dish or some

delicacy.

Religion

I actually started

looking into Kundalini

yoga. And the folks the

couple were like that

on the spiritual level,

just not to eat

consume meat.

I think that's in part thanks

to the influx of Indian

influence. Because a lot of

visual recipes, actually

mostly Asian recipes, or

Asian influence recipes, or

even African influenced

recipes.

I didn't eat pork,

which is something

that was

customarily in a

culture that you eat

pork.

Some cultures are against,

say, beef, or pork. So I think

culturally, there's different

reasons why different meats

are eaten. But I think there's

also kind of trends and habits

of people eating meat, just

because they always have

done.

I suppose it could be

perceived to be manly to eat

a steak or something, for

example, could be considered

as a manly option, if you were

to go down to like

stereotypes. So I do agree

there is some aspects to that.

So I don't know

whether it's kind of a

cultural thing in the UK

where meat you're so

accessible and is

pretty much in most

dishes.

 suppose you get people

who eat it for the protein

aspects I wouldn't

necessarily agree totally

that it represents manliness

but obviously there is

probably stereo typical.

Meat- sign of

strength and

power

Eating meat is like

you getting the

strength of the

enemy, you know,

taking the life

force

Even though we

are civilised, now,

this kind of old,

deep seated,

primary belief is still

at play.

that's one of the great

advantage of the UK is

that we have this to

Western I mean,

European cultures is

not a veggie culture at

all.

If you're going to eat

meat is because you're

rich, if you eat veggie is

you're poor. Putting

meat on the table is a

sign of success in life.

It will be really hard

to change the

psyche and make

them more aware

of the relative cost

of meat.

so much influence and

exhibitions grew with

acceptance of all the

diets like the Indian and

the Hindu diet

vegetarian diet of some

African diets or

Jamaican diet for this lot

of lentils etc.

I'm from France and I

can tell you that if you're

in France and you tell

people your veggie

people will look at you

like you're a mad

person.

Islam is dubious towards eating

meat, considering the advocate for

this pseudo caring for how they

murder animals. I think humane

murder is an oxymoron. It's a

slogan brought on by factory

farming companies and Islam,

draining the animal of its blood. It's

a devoid of any ethical

consideration.

Christianity doesn't see

animals as the same

value as humans. But

doesn't give us an

excuse to needlessly

harm them.

Manliness-

it's just an

intuitively a

nonsensical

statement.

Its abhorent

and contrary to

the promises

of religion

Lost a lot of

weight.

It's the only unfortunate

thing is that they can't

rhetorically convince

people in an intellectual

way. Most of the time, they

just appeal to emotion- look

at the animals.

I always eat meat on my

period.you're losing a lot

of iron. A day or two

days before my period, I

feel like eating red meat

is really helpful.

Going to a restaurant

is a treat  for me. I only

go to restaurant thatI

know are sourcing the

product really, really

well.

I think there's a lot of

cognitive dissonance,

that's the main issue, but

also myths around what

a sustainable lifestyle in

terms of veganism will

entail.

Taste Habit Health

Cook book

Positive Negative

Trigger to

change

Sourcing

of meat

Local

butcher

I buy from Whole Foods

and they are

supposedly  about

sustainability and they

are farm raised so and

they don't put any

antibiotics or hormones.

 maybe health issues,

making sure that you

okay, like, funny

people would say, Oh,

why are you afraid of

dying? I'm not afraid of

dying.

I think it's also your body's your

temple, you want to be able to

transcend in a smooth way without

having to have ailments and being

stuck in a bed or not being able to

wake up walk or unhappy because,

there's certain ailments, if you don't

take care of your body.

"So, I had a

landlady who was

completely

adamant that there

should be no meat

in the flat."

I do find the quality

of the meat here in

the UK extremely

bad compared to

what I'm used to in

France.

really poor

quality of the

meat of the

overproduced

consumerism,

society

Went to Africa I went to

the meat shop and had

to buy the full animal-

that's when I linked

animal with the food

we eat

Really touched by

the animal angle-

especially since I

consider myself an

animal lover.

I think it started for the

animals, but as I

became more aware

about sustainability, it

is for both the

environment and the

animals.

Well, it was

purely

philosophical

reasons,

ethics.

 And the way these animals are

raised is appalling. I visited once

my parents, a friend of my parents

had  battery chicken, who never

see from the day they're born they

never see the light, they always

stay in this horrible kind of

warehouse in like cages like 70

centimetres from the ground when

they should.

And it the most appalling

ways of living and is horrible

lack of empathy. I don't mind

killing a living sentient being if

I need the protein, sorry, but

I'm above them in the food

chain. But I really hate that

these beings are not given a

chance to have an happy life.

Why Can't

People Stop

Eating Meat

For a lot of

people, it's

a habit.

Just habit. People

are lazy, they won't

put in extra effort to

learn about other

diets or eat

differently."

cognitive

dissonance

There is a

craving

I end up puking if I

have a vegetable

and I do not like its

taste. So it's like a

reflex action.

It's like any

addiction.

Preference

really, just a

taste that I

am used to.

It requires taking actual

responsibility because it

takes away taste,

pleasure. And that is

one of the most

valuable things people

would probably submit

to enjoying.

myths around

what a

sustainable

vegan lifestyle

would look like

Substitute

cheese can

be more

expensive.

 sometimes a meal

would be cheaper

than that which has

meat other times it

might be a bit more

expensive.

Cost

I have tried a

beyond

burger and I

really like

them.

I would say probably are

more expensive than actual

meat. So on a cost based

thing I don't know if that

would make me choose meat

over it. But I think it's

something I would consider

as more options appear.

price issues are a

myth. Veganism isn't

any more expensive

than meat eating. It

depends on what

products you buy.

 I'm not really a health

oriented person as then I

don't count my calories per

day. I don't count my live

enough protein, but I know

that we need a certain

amount but there's, that's all

I do.

My digestion is got a

lot better. Because

before I'd have really

bad digestion- I felt

very bloated. But, not

as much now.

B12 and iron

supplements

Books Online People

Cook

Books

Other

reference

books

I tried podcasts

but there it was

quite radical was

too hateful for my

liking.

I followed recipe

pages and hashtags

on Instagram. I guess

that is the most

common younger

generation approach.

I shopped for

recipe books

with my

grandma

Manliness

and

Strength

Cities European
External

influence

it's not unnatural for us

to eat meat. So we're

not the only species in

the world that

consumes animals.

a lot of

people are

very in-your-

face about it.

I think if there's a lot if

there's less of shaming

behind people eating

meat, then I think that

that would improve the

situation.

But I think that there needs

to be more of a push for

reducing meat intake,

especially from a health

standpoint. So you don't

need to have meat

everyday, twice or three

times a day. But a lot of

people do just for the sake

of it.

TrendPositive Negative Activism

Their approach is

really strong and I

think that just bounces

back on them. People

don't want to listen as

much when you attack

them.

There's a lot of

vegan and

vegetarian based

restaurants in cities,

like Nottingham

which is good.

Views

towards a

vegan Diet

It looks quite often to

me a bit like some kind

of protesters in like

going- world is bad and

I'm doing all I can to

change it that's the best

intention to me.

When you're creating a whole

range of products, trying to

make everything vegan, I'm

not sure what's happening on

the back. You're changing the

way you have been

producing things for the last

50 years.

a lot of people, when

they become vegan or

vegetarian, they try

and shame other

people for their dietary

choices.

it's more people

choosing that lifestyle

without understanding

the real reason why they

are because because

it's a trend and

everyone is following it.

Flexi

Christianity and Islam neglect

animals, that God gives them

the capacity to feel pain and

suffering, to feel longing for,

while mothers longing for

their calf. God needlessly puts

them out there, and lets them

suffer.

I feel that it is

contrary to the

promise of theism in

general, from these

monotheistic gods.

Affluence

I come from a poor

family, so for my

grandmother in

France, putting meat

on the table is a sign of

overpowering the

odds

Old fashion

ideas that

meat is the

life force

Meat is a

symbol of

richness and

wealth

When I spoke to

grandmother to

become veggie for

health, she was

furious. She said, I ate

veggie and soup all

the times as a child.

Now that I

can afford

meat, I will

eat meat

B12

Supplements
Physical

Changes EthicsAnimals Health

I mentioned my

religion, we don't

mix milk and

meat. We call it

the milk and meat

rule.

geographically might vary. perhaps

in coastal areas people are more

likely to have fish, for example.

Whereas people from more

agricultural backgrounds could

either have a more plant based or

perhaps even more meat based

diet, depending on what the

agriculture of the area is.

Geography

I don't mix dairy and

meat products for

religious reason. And I

don't know any pork or

shellfish for that same

reason.

Reducing intake- it was a gradual

process. So I feel like maybe if

there was immediate change,  But

as I was doing it, over a longer

period, I didn't really notice any

changes.  I did go a very long

period of eating meat free I just

didn't, I didn't notice any changes

when I went back on to eating

then.

it's horrible. And it's

addictive. The worst thing is

that I think that it's almost

addictive if I don't get to eat

that I would rather not eat, I

would skip that meal if it's

on me, you know? Not on

which I wouldn't have that.

My mom is.

vegetarian, all

the rest of my

family are non

vegetarians

I think the thing that

made it easiest was

knowing another

vegetarian, living

with one.

Reading things on social

media about other people

that made different dietary

choices. I do follow a few

hashtags for vegan and

vegetarian recipes. So there's

a lot more information out

there about what others can

do as well.

So I think that a lot of a view

of this a lot of marketing is

done in a good way to

highlight that things are

vegan friendly, there with

that kind of brings a stigma

that it differentiates from a

lot of other food.

I would suggest

gradually reducing

meat intake and

dairy intake if

they're looking to

go vegan.

It's important for everybody tone at

least Flexi  like once a week, twice a

week, or in my case, twice a month,

the quality of life does improve.

People are less skittish, they're less

nervous, they're less going don't go as

much as this up and downs are really

quick intake intake of proteins and

slow down. When you transition you

need the will to keep going until you

start shooting the benefits of it.

What's

wrong

these

people?

some

contempt

and eye

rolling

But I think there's a growing

acceptance in, in society, that

it's a good thing. anyone

who's willing and happy and

fulfilled by to become vegan.

and people are seeing it more

favourably than they ever

have done before.

I think it can be

annoying sometimes

with people around to a

vegan or, or you want to

cook something that's

really nice. And you'd

love it, but I can't do

that.

But there will always be

some people who hold

strong views and then

they go even stronger

those views just

because they dislike the

fact that it's becoming

more accepted.

 I think the people I know

don't preach. There are

people in social media who

preach. Maybe they're

preachy, but people I know

aren't so I don't see that as

an issue, but I know that

other people do.

So for me, it's all about

educating. So I'm trying

to ensure that

behaviours that as a

parent, I pass on to my

kids at least they're

more conscious of it.

They hate

the

personal

attack

So if you had like a vegetable

casserole, as opposed to say,

beef, it could just be

vegetable casserole, and

people would wouldn't think

anything of it. But if it had

vegan in front of it, then there

would be okay. I don't want to

touch that.

Yeah, I think I think less

of an in your face kind

of marketing or

branding, than that will

help more people

make the switch, I

suppose.

I buy organic and

locally grown

veggies, which is

quite expensive

Environment

I reduced my

intake for the

environement

The secondary

reason was

animal suffering,

but I can

dissociate from

that

David has done it

comepletely for the

environment and

he has stuck with it

My sister has

gone strict

veggie for the

environment

Same as

Vegan

Different

from

Vegan

Unfortunately when you

move to vegan, you really

need to work harder To

compensate, so you need

to understand all this

calories, proteins intake.

Requires a level of focus

and interest in house.

Interesting

insights to

dig into

Yeah, I think I think less

of an in your face kind

of marketing or

branding, than that will

help more people

make the switch, I

suppose.

I think it's also your body's your

temple, you want to be able to

transcend in a smooth way without

having to have ailments and being

stuck in a bed or not being able to

wake up walk or unhappy because,

there's certain ailments, if you don't

take care of your body.

So if you had like a vegetable

casserole, as opposed to say,

beef, it could just be

vegetable casserole, and

people would wouldn't think

anything of it. But if it had

vegan in front of it, then there

would be okay. I don't want to

touch that.

I think the thing that

made it easiest was

knowing another

vegetarian, living

with one.

I always eat meat on my

period.you're losing a lot

of iron. A day or two

days before my period, I

feel like eating red meat

is really helpful.

You feel left

out or

asking for

more

I think the burger alternatives like

Linda McCartney .The only thing about

that is that is it's got a cow or a bovine

the right product in it being mozzarella

so I feel like I am still having a bovine

derived product. You still got the high

methane emissions coming from from

there and then roaming around so

that's a good one but I don't feel it's

like a perfect alternative.

The other ones are kind of Ppea

derived stuff. Or soy basedThis is

good in terms of the animals that

arent being killed and probably

what we're seeing is that less of

the soya is required to make an

alternative than to feed an animal.

They're still going to be rainforests

knocked down.

 bacon

alternative was a

bit chewy but

again pea

derived.

this is not

chicken

 I haven't really

explored tofu enough.

and seitan. I thought

that might be quite a

good alternative to

chicken

I have some mozzarella

alternative, which isn't

right. There's something

a bit off about it even

though it's nearly there.

So I don't go back to it.

Lab grown meat is being worked

on. I'd be more than happy to be

lab grown meat if it was the same.

And then you don't have to worry

about animal suffering. Maybe 100

200 years down the line, we'll look

back and think how primitive we

were to eat other creatures,

basically.

 Maybe 100 200 years

down the line, we'll look

back and think how

primitive we were to eat

other creatures,

basically.

There are

people in

social media

who preach.

I think you just

need to be more

conscious to

ensure you're

keeping your

protein kind of

intake up.

My mum not so much

because she said it's

just I think it just plays

on a digestive system,

she doesnt eat much

red meat. she does

have me is quite low

intake.

My mum doesn't

like meat

because it plays

on the digestive

system.

certain people

with low intellect

might think that

is manly to eat

meat.

people will accept that it's not

a very manly thing to eat meat

or not and if you went

vegetarian, it would have no

reflection on your manliness

but I could definitely some of

my friends bragging right

about great steaks

For me? No, but I know certainly in

India is there's a hell of a lot of

vegetarians, right, especially

around Gujarat. I think that's great,

because it's kind of inbuilt in its

culture. And, therefore is, is good

for the environment safe as that

benefit, but people are happy with

it, which I think is great.

China's middle class, they're

looking for new tastes and

have the disposable income

to afford me and find him yet.

They're buying a lot of meat

now. I presume meat

consumption is going through

the roof because largely

driven by China's intake

increase.

 I guess the East is far

outweighing the West's

kind of. And I'm not

sure if you took China

out of the equation, we

probably wouldn't be

increasing.

Like cows are

sacred  in India, so

they aren't eaten,

but you can drink

milk from them.

My grandma is such a meat eater,

and she won't change it. you

wouldn't be able to do it without

being more draconian about

literally banning consumption and

trying to change culture. It takes a

generation to remove that kind of

thing. So it's just not going to

happen. But it might set out a

longer term, better way of living

So I don't know

whether it's kind of a

cultural thing in the UK

where meat you're so

accessible and is

pretty much in most

dishes.

Alternate meat

makes social

settings more

inclusive

Plant based is a

diet for health

reasons and

veganism is a

activism for the

animals.

Just 3 years ago, if I wanted

to make an English

breakfast, I was restricted

to hash browns, baked

beans and mushrooms, But

now, I can cook a proper

one with sausages and

bacon.
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